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This invention relates to telephone SystemS and 
more particularly to electrical calculating equip 
ment for use in conjunction with automatic tick 
eting facilities associated with telephone lines. 
The object of the invention is to provide corn 

mon calculating equipment capable of performing 
several calculations simultaneously and/or of 
transmitting the results of different calculations 
simultaneously to a number of associated cir 
cuits, 
One feature of the invention comprises elec 

trical calculating equipment comprising a num 
ber of register circuits adapted to register dif 
ferent variable digital values (e. g., times, num 
bers, etc.) and an associated calculating circuit 
arranged to register a digital value (e. g., time, 
number, etc.) and adapted to perform simulta 
neously similar calculations (e. g., Subtraction) 
between the digital value recorded in the calcul 
lating circuit and each digital value registered 
in a plurality of register circuits. 
Another feature of the invention comprises 

electric calculating equipment including a digit 
transmitting circuit adapted to transmit, in turn, 
code impulses the different combinations of which 
are characteristic of every possible Value of a 
digit, a number of digit receiving circuits, and 
connecting devices for selectively connecting dif 
ferent selections of the digit receiving circuits to 
the digit transmitting circuit while each code in 
pulse is being transmitted, whereby the receiv 
ing circuits can receive simultaneously different 
code impulse combinations characteristic of dif 
ferent values of a digit. 
The invention will be described in relation to 

automatic telephone systems in which informa 
tion regarding long distance calls is to be auto 
matically recorded for tariff purposes on the So 
called automatic ticketing basis. In Such Sys 
tems, it is proposed to store the calling and called 
parties' numbers and the duration of a telephone 
connection during conversation to print a ticket 
after conversation ceases. It is also desired, in 
such circumstances, to print the duration of the 
call for each connection, and the embodiment 
of the invention to be described below includes 
a calculating circuit which comprises Switches 
that record the time of day to within a minute 
and are arranged to be connected to any One Or 
more conversation circuits, conversation over 
which ceases at about the same time to perform 
simultaneously subtractions of the conversation 
duration times recorded in these waiting conver 
sation circuits from the actual time of day, and 
to transmit the different originating times si 
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multaneously to the different conversation cir 
cuits for printing on the corresponding ticketS. 
The invention will be clearly understood from 

the following description of the embodiment 
shown in the accompanying drawings in Which: 

Fig. 1 shows a switch and an associated circuit 
that controls the transmission and printing of the 
various digits relating to the Originating time; 

FigS. 1 to 4, inclusive, show six minute Switches 
A-F. These Switches in conjunction with each 
other Will determine the conversation time for a 
period not exceeding fifty minutes. The connec 
tions to and the multiplying of the six switches 
are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2; 

Fig. 5 shows two ten-minute switches T and 
T2 and an hour switch H; and 

Fig. 6 shows the sequence switch S for con 
trolling the operation of the circuit. 
To completely disclose the invention, Figs. 1, 3 

and 5 should be placed side by side in the Order . 
named With Figs, 2, 4 and 6 placed beneath FigS. 
1, 3 and 5, respectively. 
A master clock (not shown) steps switches 

A-F each minute, Switches T, T2 each ten min 
utes and switch H once an hour through the 
operation of relays MR, TMR, and H.R. When 
switches A-F, T1 and T2 are all in their normal 
positions, the time is between an exact hour and 
one minute past the hour. Switch His in normal 
position between minutes 59 and 1. Groups of 
six contacts of Switches T, T2 are multipled, 
and groups of twelve contacts in the upper four 
banks of switch Hare multipled. 
The associated conversational circuits (not 

shown) comprise 50-point duration-recording 
switches arranged to be stepped for each min 
ute of conversation, as, for instance, the Switch 
represented by the designation DUR, the arm of 
which is stepped a terminal per minute by clock 
driven means (not shown) as Soon as the called 
subscriber removes the receiver from the SWitch 
hook. Marking leads extend from marking banks 
of said Switches to a marking multiple the wires 
of which are connected to the banks of the six 
10-wiper 10-point minute Switches A-F. Multi 
ple wires 0-9 are connected to the contacts 0-9 
in bank level amo, and the contacts in bank 
levels an 0-am.9 are multipled in the staggered 
manner shown in Fig. 1. The switches A-F take 
care of less than ten-minute intervals and the 
multiple from contact 0 of level amo is connected 
to ten different positions in the ten different 
levels of Switch A. Contacts -9 in bank level 
bm9 are also connected to the multiple wires 
-9 and these contacts are multipled to con 

  



2 
tacts in other bank levels of Switch B So that 
each multiple wire f-9 has a connection to ten 
different positions in ten different bank levels of 
switches A and B, the zero multiple wire being 
multipled in switch A only. The multiple wires 
0-9 are similarly connected to multipled 

groups of contacts in switches B, C, wires f -9 
being connected to contacts -9 of bank level 
cm 9 as well as to contacts 10-9 of bank level 
bn O. Similarly multiple wires 20-29 are con 
nected to switches C, D; 30-39 to switches D, 
E; 40-49 to switches E, F. Only that portion 
of the bank of F corresponding to the unused 
portion of the bank of A is used. 
The wipers of switch A are connected to front 

contacts of a group of relays Af, A2, A4, A8, 
the wipers of switch B to the front contacts of 
relays B, B2, B4, B8, . . ., and the wipers of 
switch F to front contacts of relays F, F2, F4, F8. 
The groups of relays Al-A8, . . . F-F8 are 

each connected to multipled contacts of the 
banks of the ten-minute switches T and T2 
in such a manner that they are allocated to the 
six different ten-minute intervals in an hour, 
the A relays being allocated to the intervals 0-9, 
..., and the F relays to the interval 50-59. 
The maximum call duration which we are con 

sidering is fifty minutes and, therefore, if the 
time at the end of a connection is between 0-50 
minutes past the hour, e. g., 10.24, the call may 
have started before or after 10 o'clock. If the 
time at the end of conversation is between 0-10 
minutes past the hour then a call of almost any 
duration within the fifty-minute interval may 
have started before the hour and so on. For 
different purposes which will appear later, the 
switches T? and T2 are arranged to operate the 
relay groups Al-A8, etc., in different positions. 
Ten-minute switch T is arranged to operate 

over its wipers groups of relays corresponding 
to the ten-minuteintervals or fraction thereof in 
cluded in the actual time; thus in position 1 
the A relays only can be operated, in position 2 
the A and B relays can be operated, while in 
position 6 all the relay groups can be operated. 
Ten-minute switch T2 is arranged to operate 

the relay groups corresponding to ten-minute 
intervals greater than that which includes the 
minute portion of the actual time; thus in posi 
tion 1 (actual time between 0-10 minutes past 
the hour) the B-Frelay groups can be operated, 
while in position 6, no relay groups are operated. 

If the hour of the actual time is 1 or 10, the 
preceding hour differs "therefrom in number of 
digits. Wipers hm3, hm 4 of hour switch H take 
care of variations in the first digit. This Switch 
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2,258,596 
which finish substantially simultaneously even 
though the durations of said different connec 
tions are all different. The conversation cir 
cuits Which are provided with the duration re 
corders are associated with printers, for instance, 
automatic ticketing printers on which the time 
of start of the connections among other data 
is to be recorded. 
The digits to be printed are sent to the printer 

via the conversation circuit by a four-unit code 
over wires L-L4, Fig. 6, under control of code 
relays Wi-W4. It will be seen that for digit 1, 
W alone is operated, and earth is connected 
to Ll only. For digit 5 (4+1), W4 and W are 
operated, and earth is connected to Ll and L3. 
For a Spacing signal, relays W4, W8 are operated 
and earth is connected to L3, L4. 
The time switches are stepped by means of 

minute, ten-minute, and hour relays MR, TMR, 
HR, respectively, which receive a short pulse at 
the end of each corresponding time period. If 
a pulse is received by one or more of these relays 
while the circuit is in use, the relay or relays 
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is standing in the first position 1 between the 
hours of 1 and 2. Bank him.4 is arranged to give 
the first digit for the hour preceding the actual 
time, so that contacts f, if and 2 are connected 
to code wire Cl for initiating registration of 
digit 1 for the first digit, while contacts 2-0 
are connected to code wide C48 for initiating the 
registration of a space after the first digit. 
Bank hm3 gives the first digit of the actual 

hour, so that contacts -9 are connected to C48 
and O, if and 2 to C. 
Banks him f, him.2 take care of the second digit 

of the hour, bank him for the actual hour, bank 
him2 for the preceding hour. The wires C-CO 
from banks him, him2 are connected to wires 
C?-Co in the circuits of code relays Wi-W4, 
Fig. 6. 

60 
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The circuit has to be able to give a correct in 

lock to off-normal bank sm.5 of the sequence 
Switch S and, therefore, the time switches can 
not be stepped until sequence switch S again 
reaches normal. 
Thus the time recorded when the circuit is 

seized is maintained in the circuit until it has 
been recorded by the printer associated with the 
Conversation circuits. 

Leads TL, TL2, TL3, Fig. 6, are connected to 
three armatures of relay T in Fig. 5. When an 
indication is required from one or more con 
versation circuits, the wire STL is grounded, the 
relay ST operates and a circuit is provided, bat 
tery through the left winding of relay IG through 
contacts 4 of relay MR, contacts 4 of relay TMR, 
contacts 3 of relay HR, contacts of relay ST 
and the home position of wiper sm.5 to ground. 
The left winding of IG is short-circuited by the 
Springs 20.PS of an interrupter machine while 
these springs are closed. When the springs open, 
IG operates and locks through its right winding 
and No. contacts, No. 4 contacts in parallel 
with the No. 2 contacts of relay ST over the 
previously traced circuit to ground on sm.5 in its 
normal position. 
The No. 3 contacts of relay IG open the short 

circuiting path across the left winding of IG and 
complete the circuit for the magnet SM which 
is impulsed by the interrupter contacts 20.PS 
to step switch S. This circuit extends from 
ground at the normal contact of sm.5 over the 
No. contacts of ST, the No. 3 contacts of HR, 
the No. 4 contacts of TMR, the No. 4 contacts 
of MR, interrupter contacts 20.PS, No. 3 con 
tacts of IG to battery through the winding of 
SM. When the switch advances to position 2, 
wiper sm extends ground via the No. 2 contacts 
of IG, lead TL, No. back contact of relay T, 
Fig. 5, through the No. 4 back contact of relay 
N, No. 3 back contact of P, No. 2 back contact of 
M, No. 5 back contact of N and No. 4 back con 
tact of P to the wipers tim2-tm25, respectively. 
At the same time wiper sm2 extends ground via 
the No. 2 contacts of IG, lead TT3, No. 3 back 
contacts of relay T, Fig. 5, to wiper him.4. In 
this position 2 of sequence Switch S, a spacing 
code is offered to the conversation circuits if the 
hour is 2-10, and digit 1 if the hour is 1, 11 or 
12. Ground connected to wiper him.4 is thus con 
nected to conductor cf or c6 and operates relay 
W or relays W4 and W8. This is for the first 

dication simultaneously to different connections 75 digit of the preceding hour; that is, the hour in 
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which conversation commenced over the conver 
sation circuit. 
For these preceding hour codes to be required 

by a conversation circuit, the duration of call 
recorded therein must be greater than the num 
ber of minutes past the hour recorded on switches. 
T, T2, A-F. It will be recalled that ground 
is connected in parallel to wipers tim2-tim25. 
ASSume that the time is 10:24 and that switch 
T2 will be standing on its No. 3 contacts. Relay 
groups D-D8, El-E8, F-F8 will, therefore, 
become energized and connect earth to all wipers 
of Switches D, E, F. The switches A-F are 
standing on their No. 5 contacts and, therefore, i. 
ground via Switch. D will be connected to leads 
25-34, via Switch E to leads 35-44 and via 
switch F to leads 45-49. 

If; therefore, the duration switch of any con 
versation circuit waiting for an indication is 
recording more than twenty-four minutes of 
Conversation, relay OT will be operated via the 
duration Switch DUR to connect up code respon 
Sive relays or printer magnets to leads Li-L4. 
The digit or the space code will, therefore, be 
recorded ready for printing. If the duration 
recorder of a waiting conversation circuit is re 
cording twenty-four minutes or less, its relay 
OT will not be operated and the code connected 
to L-L4 will not be received thereby. 
The offering of the above code takes place in 

position 2 of sequence switch S. When S moves 
to position 3, relay groups D, E, F and the oper 
ated code relays are released, and relay T is 
energized in a circuit over wiper sm.4 to ground 
at the No. 2 contact of relay IG and switches : 
lead TL? to wipers tim 10-tim 5 of switch T, 
lead TI2 to wiper him of Switch H and lead 
TL3 to wiper hm3 of switch H. 
When switch S moves to position 4, relay T 

remains energized and ground is again connected 
to leads Tif, TL3. Ground via TL, No. front 
contact of relay. T, and wiperstmf 0-tm 15 oper 
ates relay groups A, B, C instead of D, E, F as 
before. Ground via TL3 and the No. 3 front 
contact of relay T grounds C or C48 according 
to the actual hour recorded instead of the pre 
ceding hour. 

Switch. A grounds leads 0-4, switch B grounds 
leads. 5-4 and Switch. C grounds leads f 5-24 
to the duration-recording switches of the asso 
ciated conversation circuits. The code receiving 
equipment of waiting conversation circuits in 
Which durations of twenty-four minutes or less 
is recorded will be connected up by their respec 
tive relays OT Operated from ground via the 
Corresponding one of leads 0-24. - 
When switch S steps to position 5, relay T, 

relay groups A, B, C and the operated code re 
lays release. Ground is now connected via No. 2 
contact of relay IG, wiper Sm, and lead PL to 
the waiting conversation circuits to cause the 
recorded digit or space to be printed. 
Thus if the conversation duration is more than 

twenty-four minutes and the actual time is less 
than twenty-four minutes past any hour, the 
conversation must have started in the preced 
ing hour and consequently if the actual time is 
either 1, 11 or 12 o'clock a first digit 1 for the 
preceding hour 12, 10 or 11 will be printed, but 
if the actual time is either 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 
or 10 o'clock a space will be printed as the pre 
ceding hour will be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 o'clock 
and no first digit will be required. If the Con 
versation duration is less than twenty-four min 
utes past any hour and the actual time is twenty 
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four or more minutes past the same hour, the 
conversation must have started in the current 
hour and consequently if the actual time is either 
10, 11 or 12 o'clock a first digit 1 will be printed, 
but if the actual time is at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 
o'clock a Space will be printed as no first digit will 
be required. 
When switch S steps to position 6, ground is 

connected to leads TT, TT2 instead of to leads 
TLl, TL3. Relay T is not operated so that, as 
before, relays groups D, E, F are operated via 
TL. Ground via TL2, No. 2 back contact of 
relay T and Wiper him.2 operates a combination 
of code relays Wi-W4 for the second or only 
digit of the preceding hour and this code is 
registered by waiting conversation circuits in 
which a call duration of more than twenty-four 
minutes is recorded. 

In position 7 switch S operates relay T and re 
leases relay groups D, E, F and the operated code 
relays. In position 8, relay T remains operated 
so that relay groups A, B, C energize and, over 
conductor TL2 and wiper him, code relays for 
the second or only digit of the actual hour are 
operated, and signal said digit to waiting circuits 
in which a call duration of twenty-four minutes 
or less is recorded. In position 9, a printing sig 
nal is sent via PL to the waiting circuits to cause 
the Second or only digit to be printed. 
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Thus if the conversation duration is more than 
twenty-four minutes and the actual time is less 
than twenty-four minutes past any hour, then if 
the actual time is either 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11 or 12 o'clock, a second digit 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 0 or 1 respectively will be printed but, if the 
conversation duration is less than twenty-four 
minutes past any hour and the actual time is 
twenty-four or more minutes past the same hour, 
then for the actual hours 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11 or 12, a second digit 1, 2, 3 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.0, 
1 or 2, respectively, will be printed. 

In this way the actual hour or the preceding 
hour registered by switch H has been recorded 
in automatic ticketing printers associated with 
Waiting conversation circuits according to the in 
dividual duration records in said conversation 
Circuits. 
Sequence switch Snow steps to position 10 in 

which relay T is not operated and all the relay 
groups A-F are operated by ground applied to all 
wipers of the switches T, T2 and over conductors 
TL and TL4 code relays W4 and W8 are operated 
by ground applied over wiper SM4 to conductor 
C48. The connecting relays of all waiting con 
Versation circuits are operated and a space code is 
registered by said circuits. 

In position 11, all relay groups and code relays 
are released and an 'operate' signal is sent via 
PL to cause the printers to space and to release 
the connecting relays. Relay M is operated in 
this position to prepare for recording of the tens 
minute digits of the originating times. 
Switch T is used to control the tens digit if 

the conversation originating time was in the same 
hour as the conversation time. Wiper timO con 
trols digit value 0, tim, i? value 1, tim, 2-tim 5 val 
ues 2-5, respectively. 
Switch T2 controls the tens digit if the origi 

nating conversation time was in the hour preced 

5 

ing the conversation terminating time. As the 
maximum conversation duration which can be 
recorded is fifty minutes, 00-99 minutes in the 
preceding hour is impossible and, therefore, the 
five levels of T2 are sufficient, tim2f-tm25 con 
trolling tens digit values 1-5 respectively. 

  



4. 
In determining the tens and units minute digit 

values, a subtraction has to be automatically 
made of the conversation duration from the rec 
ord of conversation termination time. This is 
performed in four stages, and the complete code 
for a digit value may be sent in one, two or three 
stages. In positions 12, 14, 16, 18, respectively, 
of switch S, code relays W?, W2, W4, W8 are in 
dividually operated. These relays send individual 
signals over corresponding wires L-L4, the in 
dividual signals signaling a digit value 1, 2, 4, 8, 
respectively. If the tens digit to be sent is 3, 5, 
6, 7, 9, or 0, signals must be sent over two or more 
wires; for 3, signals over Lif, L.2 in positions 12 
and 14; for 5, signals over L, L3 in positions 12 
and 16; for 6, signals over L2, IL3 in positions 14 
and 16; for 7, signals over L., L2, L3 in positions 
12, 14 and 16; for 9, signals over Ll, L4 in posi 
tions 12 and 18; for 0, signals over L2, IL4 in posi 
tions 14 and 18. The above code in tabular form 
is as follows: 

Code 

Relays Leads Digit 

0. 
1. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

It will be seen that for every odd digit value, a 
signal must be sent in position 12; the Operation 
of relay M, therefore, connects ground to the odd 
numbered wipers of both switches T, T2. If the 
originating time of a call was fifty minutes or 
more past the hour in which the call has ter 
minated, the call duration must have been less 
than ten minutes; therefore, in bank tim, 5 of 
switch T only the No. 6 contact is connected up 
and this only operates the A group of relays for 
checking whether the call duration was less than 
ten minutes. If the originating time was between 
ten and nineteen minutes past the same hour that 
the call terminates, the terminating time may be 
between eleven, say, and fifty-nine and the dura 
tion must have been less than ten minutes if Tf 
is on contact 2 so that the A group of relays is 
operated, and so on, the duration being less than 
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energized in position 11 of Switch S the relay 
groups B via wiper tim?, D via wiper tim25, and 
F via wiper tim23, are energized. 
Switches B, D, F are on contacts 5 and, there 

fore, earth will be connected to leads 5-4; 
25-34, and 45-49. - 

If as assumed the actual time is twenty-four 
minutes after 10 o'clock and a duration switch 
has advanced to connect with any lead between 
5 and 14 indicating a conversation duration of 
five to fourteen minutes, the actual starting time 
for the conversation must lie between 24-14 and 
24-5 minutes after 10 o'clock or between 10:10 
and 10:19, or if the switch has advanced to con 
nect with any lead between 25 and 34, indicating 
a conversation duration of twenty-five to thirty 
four minutes, the actual starting time for the 
conversation must lie between 24-34 or -10 
and 24-25 or -1 minutes before 10 o'clock or 
in fact between 9:50 and 9:59; or if the switch 
is advanced to connect with any lead between 
45 and 49 indicating the conversation duration 
of forty-five to forty-nine minutes, the actual 
starting time for the conversation must lie be 
tween 24-49, or -25 and 24-45 or -2.1 minutes 
before 10 o'clock or in fact between 9:35 and 
9:39. 

If the duration switches of any waiting con 
versation circuit are standing on the correspond 
ing contacts they will receive ground via switch 
B, D or F and their duration switches to operate 
their respective connecting relays which connect 
up their code register magnets to receive the 
pulse on L to record the digit 1 as the total 
code of the tens digit for those duration switches 
which are connected to leads 5-4; as part of 
the code of the digit 5 for those duration 
switches which are connected to leads 25-34; 
and as part of the code of the digit 3 for those 
duration switches which are connected to leads 
45. 49. 
When sequence switch S steps to position 13, 

relay M and relay groups B, D, F are released as 
well as the connecting relays of the waiting con 
versation circuits. 
Relay N is operated in position 13, remains 

Operated when Switch S steps to position 14 and 
connects ground to trn ?o, tam 2, tm f3, tm22 and 
tim23, and relay W2 is operated to offer a ground 
pulse on lead L2 (digit value 2), required for 
originating tens minute digit values, 0, 2, 3 for 

forty-nine if T is on contact 6, that is, indicat- . 
ing a terminating time of fifty minutes or more 
past the hour. 

Similarly with T2. If the originating time of a 
call was less than twenty minutes past the pre 
ceding hour in which the call terminates, the ter 
minating time cannot be greater than nine min 
utes past the following hour and, therefore, only 
the first (and multipled) position of tim2 is con 
nected up and that is connected to the F group of 
relays as the duration must have been forty-one 
minutes or more. If the originating time of a 
call was between 30-39 minutes past the preced 
ing hour, then the terminating time cannot be 
more than twenty-nine minutes past the hour 
and, in COriSequence, Only the first three Con 
tacts of tim23 are connected up and these ener 
gize respectively the D, E, F groups of relays ac 
cording as the terminating time is 0-9; 10-19; 
and 20-29 minutes past the hour. 

Let us take the previous assumption of a ter 
minating time of 10:24. The wipers of Switches 
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past 10 o'clock, and 2, 3 for past 9 o'clock. With 
switches T and T2 in position 2 the C, A, F 
relay groups are operated. With switches A, 
C, F in position 5, leads 0-4; 5-24; 45-49 are 
grounded. These duration times give corre 
sponding originating times...10:20-10:24; 10:00 
10:09; 9:35-9:39, for which alone signal L2 is 
required as the total code of the digit for the 
times 10:20-10:24, as part of the code for the 
digit 0 for the times 10:00-10:09 and as part 
of the code of the digit 3 for the times 9:35 
9:39. Those conversation switches of which the 
duration Switches are standing on any one of 
contacts 0-4; 15-24; 45-49, therefore, receive 
the '2' code over wire L2. 
When sequence Switch S moves to position 15, 

relays N and W2 and the A, C, F relays release. 
Relay P operates and remains operated when 
switch S steps to position 16 in which position 
relay W4 is operated to offer the “4” code signal 
over L3 to the waiting conversation circuits. 

Relay P grounds wipers tn 4, tml 5, tm24 and 
tim25 corresponding to originating times of 

Ti, T2 are on contacts 3 and when relay M is 75 40-49 minutes past the hour and the preceding 
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hour, 50-59 minutes past the hour and the pre 
ceding hour. 
With Switches T and T2 in position 3, relay 

groups D and E are operated so that SWitches 
D, E are rendered effective. No relay groups are 
operated via, Switch T because an originating 
time between 10.40 and 10.59 is, of course, im 
possible. Ground via wipers of Switches D and 
E is connected to leads 25-34 and 35-44. Dur 
ations of 25-44 minutes give an Originating 
time of 40-59 minutes past nine and, therefore, 
a signal over lead L3 as the complete code of the 
tens digit 4 for the times 9:40-9:49 and as part 
of the code of the tens digit 5 for the time 9:50 
9:59. . 
Once again, connecting relays of Waiting con 

versation circuits may be operated; this time if 
their duration switches record durations of 
25-44 minutes. Such circuits Will record the 
“4' signal over wire L3. 
When switch S steps to position 17, relays P 

and W4, and relay groups D, E release, relay 
Q is operated and remains operated When Switch 
S steps to 18, in which position relay W8 is op 
erated. The '8' code is only required for digit 
0 (the other part of the code for this digit being 
L2) and, therefore, relay Q only grounds wiper 
tim. O to operate relay group C-C8 so that leads 
f5-24 only are grounded. Duration times of 
15-24 mean an Originating time range 10:00 
10:09, and the '8' code signal via L4 is sent to 
the Waiting conversation circuits which require 
it. 
circuits may, therefore, have any one of the fol 
lowing relay or magnet combinations energized: 
1, 2, 1 and 2, 4, 1 and 4, and 2 and 8. 
When switch S steps to position 19, relays Q 

and W8 and relay group C-C8 release, and a 

The code registers of Waiting conversation 

5 

O 

5 
7 or if any duration Switch is standing on its 
terminal connected to lead 5, indicating a dura 
tion time of five minutes, the actual starting 
time must have been 10:24-5 or 10:19, thus 
closing a circuit from ground over bank level 
bm9 for preparing the conversation circuit to 
register a code digit '1' as a part of the units 
digit registration 9. 

Similarly, the other relays A, Cl, D?, E, and 
F. Will cause the preparation of circuits to pre 
pare conversation circuits to register a units code 
digit '1' if any duration Switch has been set to 
an. Odd numbered terminal indicating a duration 
time having an odd number of minutes. If, how 

20 

25 

30 

printing signal is sent via PL to cause the reg-, 
istered digits to be printed and the registers re 
leased. 
In addition, in position 19, relays A, Bi-Fi 

are Operated Over their left Windings. Taking 
B? as an example, it grounds wipers bm, bm3, 
bm5, bm, and bm.9 of switch B and, taking posi 
tion 5 for the units digit of the terminating 
time, if any duration Switch is standing on its 
terminal Connected to lead 13, indicating a dura 
tion time of thirteen minutes, the actual start 
ing time must be then 10:24-13 or i0: il thus 
closing a circuit fron ground over bank level 
bim for preparing the conversation circuit to 
register the code digit '1' as a part of the units 
digit registration 3; if any duration SWitch is 
standing on its terminal connected to lead 11, 
indicating a duration time of eleven minutes, the 
actual starting time must be then 10:24-11 or 
10:13 thus closing a circuit from ground over 
bank level bm3 for preparing the conversation 
circuit to register a code digit '1' as a part of 
the units digit registration 3; if any duration 
SWitch is standing On its terminal connected to 
lead 9, indicating a duration time of nine min 
utes, the actual starting time must have been 
10:24-9 or 10:15, thus closing a circuit from 
ground over bank level bin 5 for preparing the 
conversation circuit to register a code digit '1' 
as a part of the units digit registration 5; if any 
duration SWitch is standing on its terminal con 
nected to lead 7, indicating a duration time of 
seven minutes, the actual starting time must 
have been 10:24-7 or 10:17, thus closing a cir 
cuit from ground over bank lever bin for pre 
paring the conversation circuit to register a code 
digit '1' as a part of the units digit registration 
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ever, the actual or terminating time has an odd 
number of minutes, ground will be connected 
by the Operation of these relays to even num 
bered terminals of the duration switches and 
When therefore any duration switch is set upon 
an even numbered terminal a circuit Will be 
prepared to a register for registering the code 
digit '1'. As an example assume that the ter 
minating time is 10:25 and that a duration switch 
is set upon a terminal connected to lead 4, indi 
cating a duration time of fourteen minutes, then 
the Starting time must have been 10:25-14 or 
10:1 and the operation of relay B will there 
fore establish a circuit from ground "over the 
position 6 terminal of the bank bm. , lead 4 
and thence to the conversation circuit for pre 
paring the register thereof to register the code 
digit '1'. 
When switch S steps to position 20, relay W. 

is operated and the '1' code signal is received 
by waiting conversation circuits, the duration 
Switches of which are registering an 'odd' min 
utes duration. 
Switch S then steps to 2 in Which the A-F. 

relays and relay W are released and the A2-F2 
relays are energized to ground the 0, 2, 3, 6 and 

Wipers of the Switches A-F. Contacts of 
relay B2 ground level bn 0 to subtract duration 
units equal to the terminating time units re 
COrded on B thus giving an originating time min. 
utes unit 0. 
Contacts of relay B2 ground level bm2 to sub 

tract units digits two less than those recorded, 
thus giving an Originating time minutes unit 2. 
Contacts of relay B2 ground bm3, bms, bm. 

to Subtract respectively: units digits 3 less than 
those recorded; units digits 6 less; and units 
digits less than those recorded. 
Considering the operation of relay B2, if the 

terminating time is for example 10:20 and switch 
B is therefore in position 1 and any duration 
SWitch is standing on its terminal 10, indicating 
a duration time of ten minutes, the starting time 
must have been 10:20-10 or 10:10, or if the ter 
minating time is for example 10:21 and switch 
B is therefore in position 2 and any duration 
SWitch is standing on its terminal 11, indicating 
a duration time of eleven minutes, the starting 
time must have been 10:21-11 or 10:10. In 
either case a circuit is closed from ground over 
bank level bm.0 for preparing the associated con 
versation circuit to register a code digit '2' as a 
part of the units digit registration 0. If the 
terminating time is for example 10:22 and switch 

70 
B is in position 3, and any duration switch is 
standing on its terminal 10, indicating a dura 
tion time of ten minutes, the starting time must 
have been 10:22-10 or 10:12 or if the terminat 
ing time is for example 10:23 and switch B is 

75 
in position 4 and any duration Switch is stand 
ing on its terminal 11, indicating a duration time 
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of eleven minutes, the starting time must have 
been 10:23-11 or 10:12. In either case a circuit 
is closed from ground over bank level brm2 for 
preparing the associated conversation circuit to 
register a code digit '2'. If the terminating time 
is, for example, 10:24 and switch B is in position 
5 and any duration switch is standing on its 
terminal 11, indicating a duration time of eleven 
minutes, the starting time must have been 
10:24-11 or 10:13 or if the terminating time 
is for example 10:25 and switch B is in position 
6 and any duration switch is standing on its 
terminal 12, indicating a duration time of twelve 
minutes, the starting time must have been 
10:25-12 or 10:13. In either case a circuit is 
closed from ground over bank level brm 4 for pre 
paring the associated conversation circuit to reg 
ister a code digit '2' as a part of the units digit 
registration '3'. If the terminating time is for 
example 10:26 and switch B is in position 7, and 
any duration switch is standing on its terminal 
10, indicating a duration time of ten minutes, 
the starting time must have been 10:26-10 or 
10:16 or if the terminating time is for example 
10:27 and switch B is in position 8 and any 
duration switch is standing on its terminal 11, 
indicating a duration time of eleven minutes, the 
starting time must have been 10:27-11 or 10:16. 
In either case the circuit is closed from ground 
over bank level bm. 6 for preparing the associated 
conversation circuit to register the code digit '2' 
as a part of the units digit registration '6'. 
If the terminating time is for example 10:28 and 
switch B is in position 9 and any duration Switch 
is standing on its terminal 11, indicating a dura 
tion time of eleven minutes, the starting time 
must have been 10:28-11 or 10:17 or if the ter 
minating time is for example 10:29 and Switch 
B is in position 10 and any duration switch is 
standing on its terminal 12, indicating a duration 
time of twelve minutes, the starting time must 
have been 10:29-12 or 10:17. In either case a 
circuit is closed from ground over bank level 
bmit for preparing the associated conversation 
circuit to register a code digit. '2' as a part of a 
the units digit registration 7. Other similar cir- - 
cuits are prepared in the Several positions of 
switch B over its grounded wipers for preparing 
the associated conversation circuits to register 
the code digit '2'. 

Relays A2, C2, D2, E2 and F2 function in a 
Similar manner. 
erated in Waiting conversation circuits, the Origi 
nating conversation times for which have a units 
minutes digit 0, 2, 3, 6, or 7 for preparing such 
circuits to receive the '2' code signal. When 
thereafter switch S advances into position 22, 
code relay W2 is operated and relays A2 to F2 
remain operated. With relay W2 operated, con 
ductor L2 is grounded and the code signal '2' 
is thereby registered in all prepared conversa 
tion circuits. 

In position 23 of switch S relays A4 to F4 are 
operated to connect ground to the 4, 5, 6 and 7 
wipers of switches A to F and relays A2 to F2 
and relay W2 are released. Taking relay B4 
as an example, if the terminating time is 10:20 
and switch B is therefore in position '1' and 
any duration switch is standing on its terminal 
6, indicating a duration time of six minutes, the 
starting time must have been 10:20-6 or 10:14, 
or if the terminating time is for example 10:21 
and switch B is therefore in position '2' and 
any duration switch is standing on its terminal 
7, indicating a duration time of seven minutes, 

Thus connecting relays are op 
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the starting time must have been 10:21-7 or 
10:14. In either case a circuit is closed from 
ground over bank level bm.4 for preparing the 
associated conversation circuit to register a code 
digit '4'. If the terminating time is for ex 
ample 10:22 and switch B is in position '3' and 
any duration Switch is standing on its terminal 
7, indicating a duration time of seven minutes, 
the starting time must have been 10:22-7 or 
10:15 or if the terminating time is for example 
10:23 and Switch B is in position '4', and any 
duration switch is standing on its terminal 8, 
indicating a duration time of eight minutes, the 
starting time must have been 10:23-8 or 10:15, 
In either case a circuit is closed from ground 
Over bank level bm.5 for preparing the associated 
conversation circuit, to register a code digit '4' 
as a part of the units digit registration 5. If the 
terminating time is for example 10:24 and switch 
B is in position '5' and any duration switch is 
standing on its terminal 8, indicating a duration 
time of eight minutes, the starting time must 
have been 10:24-8 or 10:16 or if the terminating 
time was for example 10:27 and switch B is in 
position '8' and any duration switch is standing 
on its terminal 11, indicating a duration time 
of eleven minutes, the starting time must have 
been 10:27-11 or 10:16. In either case a circuit 
is closed from ground over bank level brm 6 for 
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preparing the associated conversation circuit to 
register a code digit '4' as a part of the units 
digit registration 6. If the terminating time is 
for example 10:25 and switch B is in position 
'6' and any duration switch is standing on its 
terminal 8, indicating a duration time of eight 
minutes, the starting time must have been 
10:25-8 or 10:17 or if the terminating time is 
for example 10:28 and switch B is in position 
'9' and any duration switch is standing on its 
terminal 11, indicating a duration time of eleven 
minutes, the starting time must have been 
10:28-11 or 10:17. In either case the circuit 
is closed from ground over bank level bin T for 
preparing the associated conversation circuit to 
register a code digit '4' as a part of the units 
digit registration 7. Other similar circuits are 
prepared in the several positions of switch B 
over its grounded wipers and in the several posi 
tions of Switches A, C, D, E and F over their 
grounded wipers for preparing associated con 
versation circuits to register the code digit 4''. 
Thus connecting relays are operated in waiting 

conversation circuits, the originating times of 
which have a units digit 4, 5, 6 or 7 for preparing 
Such circuit to receive the '4' code signal. When 
thereafter switch S advances into position 24, 
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code relay W is operated and relays A4 to F. 
remain operated. With relay W4 operated con 
ductor L4 is grounded and the code signal '4' 
is thereby registered in all prepared conversation 
circuits. 

In position 25 of switch S, relays A4 to F4 and 
code relay W are released and relays A8 to Fre 
are operated to connect ground to the 0, 8 and 9 
wipers of Switches A to F. Taking relay Be as 
an example, if the terminating time is 10:20 and 
switch B is in position 1 and any duration switch 
is standing in position 10, indicating a duration 
time of ten minutes, then the starting time must 
have been 10:20-10 or 10:10 or if the terminat 
ing time was 10:25 and switch B is in position 
2, and any duration switch is standing on ter 
minal 11, indicating a duration time of eleven 
minutes, then the starting time must have been 
10:21-11 or 10:10. In either case a circuit is 
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closed from ground over wiper bimo for preparing 
the associated conversation circuit to register a 
code digit “8” as a part of the digit registration 
0. If the terminating time is 10:22 and Switch 
B is in position 3 and any duration switch is 5 
standing in position 14, indicating a duration 
time of fourteen minutes, then the starting time 
must have been 10:22-14 or 10:08 or if the ter 
minating time is 10:23 and switchB is in position 
4 and any duration switch is standing in position 10 
15, indicating a duration time of fifteen minutes, 
then the starting time must have been 10:23-15 
or 10:08, either case a circuit is closed from 
ground over Wiper brm.8 for preparing the associat 
ed conversation circuit to register a code digit '8'. 5 
If the terminating time is 10:24 and switch B is 
in position 5 and any duration switch is standing 
in position 15, indicating a duration time of 
fifteen minutes, then the starting time must have 
been 10:24, 15 or 10:09 or if the terminating 2 
time is 10:25 and switch B is in position 6 and T. 
any duration Switch is standing in position 16, 
indicating a duration time of sixteen minutes, 
then the starting time must have been 10:25-16 
or 10:09. In either case a circuit is closed from 25 
ground over Wiper bm.9 for preparing the asso 
ciated conversation circuit to register a code 
digit '8' as a part of the units digit registration 
9. Other similar circuits are prepared in the 
several positions of Switch B Over its grounded 30 
wipers and in the several positions of Switches 
A, C, D, E and F over their grounded wipers for 
preparing associated conversation circuits to reg 
ister the code digit '8'. 
Thus connecting relays are operated in wait- 85 

ing conversation circuits, the originating times 
for which have a units digit 0, 8 or 9 for pre 
paring Such circuits to receive the '8' code digit 
signal. When thereafter Switch S advances into 
position 26, code relay W8 is operated and relays 40 
A8 to F8 remain operated. With relay W8 oper 
ated, conductor L8 is grounded and the code 
signal '8' is thereby registered in all prepared 
conversation circuits. 
To recapitulate in all conversation circuits 45 

which were prepared as above outlined to regis 
ter the units digit 1 only, the code signal '1' 
will be registered; in circuits prepared to regis 
ter the units digit 3, code signals '1' and '2' 
Will be registered; in circuits prepared to regis- 50 
ter the units digit 5, code signals “1” and '4' 
Will be registered; in circuits prepared to register 
the units digit 7, code signals '1', '2' and '4' 
will be registered; in circuits prepared to register 
the units digit 9', code signals '1' and '8' 55 
Will be registered; in circuits prepared to register 
the units digit '2', code signal '2' will be regis 
tered; in circuits prepared to register the units 
digit '6', code signals '2' and '4' Will be regis 
tered and in circuits prepared to register the 60 
units digit 0, code signals '2' and '8' will be 
registered. In position 27, a printing signal will 
be sent via PL to all Waiting conversation cir 
cuits to print the digit corresponding to the reg 
istered code signal or signals and to release the 
register magnets. The conversation circuits then 
release relay ST. Switch S homes and releases 
IG. If one or more relays HR, TMR, MR have 
been operated and locked they are now released 70 
and the corresponding Switches are stepped, 

It is usual to charge different rates for calls 
initiated at different times of day on toll and 
trunk calls. For instance, there may be One rate 
from nine in the morning till 2 P.M., a cheaper 75 
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afternoon rate from 2 P. M. till 7 P. M., and a 
special night rate from 7 P.M. till 9 A.M. 
Wipers him.5, him. 6 of the hour Switch H are 

arranged to signal the tariff rate by full ground, 
resistance ground, and absence of ground on a 
signal lead Klu, Figs. 5 and 6, to the conversation 
circuits. In positions 2 and 4 of sequence switch 
S ground is connected via No. 2 contact of relay 
IG, wiper sm2, lead JI, to banks him.5, him6. If 
the originating time was in the preceding hour 
and the tariff needs a positive signal, ground 
via, JI is connected direct or through resistance 
RS, via him6, No. 4 back contact of relay T, lead 
KI, Figs, 3 and 6, front contacts of the con 
versation circuit connecting relay to tariff rate 
relays when switch S is in position 2, . 

If the originating time was in the same hour 
as the terminating time, the connecting relays 
of the conversation circuit is not operated when 
T is normal but only when T is operated, and 
ground or resistance ground, if required, is con 
nected to the tariff rate relays when switch S 
is in position 4 via wiper him.5. 
The contacts of wipers him.5, him 6 are differ. 

ently wired to give the correct tariff rate for 
the same hour and preceding hour respectively, 

Alternatively, a single wiper could be used 
merely to signal that, owing to the originating 
time being in the preceding hour, the tariff rate 
to be charged is different from that applying at 
the moment. The information given in this case 
may merely indicate a preceding tariff rate, 
Or the actual tariff rate to be charged. This 
information may be used in any desired manner, 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a telephone system, settable means for 

denoting the elapsed time of a telephone con 
Versation, Settable means for denoting the hour 
and minutes digits of the terminating time of 
the conversation, means for calculating from 
said settings the starting time of the conversa 
tion and means controlled by said calculating 
means for producing code signals indicative of 
the digits of the hour and minute of said starting 
time, 

2. In a telephone system, settable means for 
denoting the elapsed minutes of duration of a 
telephone conversation, Settable means for de 
noting the hour and minutes digits of the ter. 
minating time of the conversation, means for 
Subtracting the elapsed minutes setting from the 
terminating time setting for determining the 
hour and minute of the starting time of the 
conversation and means for producing code im 
pulses indicative of the hour and minute of said 
starting time. 

3. In a telephone system, settable means for 
denoting the elapsed minutes of duration of a 
telephone/conversation, settable means for de 
noting the hour and minutes digits of the ter 
minating time of the conversation, means for 
determining from the elapsed minutes setting if 
Said conversation started in the same hour or 
in the hour preceding the terminating time, 
means for Subtracting the elapsed minutes set 
ting from the terminating minutes setting for 
determining the minutes digit of the starting 
time and means for transmitting code pulses in 
isive of the hour and minute of said starting 

le, 

4. In a telephone system, a plurality of set 
table means for denoting the elapsed times of 
a plurality of simultaneously occurring telephone 
conversations and a calculating equipment com 
mon thereto comprising settable means for de 
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8 
noting the hour and minutes digits of the ter 
minating time of Said conversations, means for 
simultaneously calculating from Said elapsed time 
setting and from said terminating time Setting 
the starting times of all of said conversations 
and means for transmitting code impulses indic 
ative of the digits of the hour and minute of each 
of said starting times, 

5. In a telephone system, a plurality of setta 
ble means for denoting the elapsed minutes of 
duration of a plurality of simultaneously occur 
ring telephone conversations and a calculating 
equipment common thereto comprising settable 
means for denoting the hour and minutes digits 
of the terminating time of said conversations, 
means for simultaneously subtracting each of 
said elapsed minutes settings from the terminat 
ing time setting for determining the hour and 
minute of the starting time of each of said con 
versations, and means for transmitting code im- . 
pulses indicative of the digits of the hours and 
minutes of said starting times. 

6. In a telephone system, a plurality of set 
table means for denoting the elapsed minutes of 
duration of a plurality of simultaneously occur 
ring telephone conversations and a calculating 
equipment common thereto comprising settable 
means for denoting the hour and minutes digits 
of the terminating time of said conversations, 
means for simultaneously determining from said 
elapsed minutes setting if said conversation 
started in the same hour or in the hour preced 
ing the terminating time, means for simultane 
ously subtracting the elapsed minutes Settings 
from the terminating minutes setting for deter 
mining the minutes digit of the starting time of 
each of said conversations, and means for trans 
mitting code impulses indicative of the digits 
of the hours and minutes of said starting times. 

7. In a telephone system, a plurality of con 
versational circuits each having a device settable 
in accordance with the minutes of the duration 
of the conversation thereover and a calculating 
equipment common to said circuits comprising 
means settable in accordance with the hour and 
minute digits of the terminating time of conver 
sations over said circuits, means for simultane 
Ously determining from the setting of said dura 
tion conversation devices and from the setting of 
Said terminating time devices the starting times 
of all of Said conversations, means for transmit 
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ting Series of code impulses indicative of the 
digits of the hour and minute of any staring 
time, different combinations of which impulses 
are characteristic of every possible value of each 
digit, and whereby said impulses are selectively 
transmitted in different code impulse combina 
tions characteristic of different values of a digit 
for simultaneous reception by said plurality of 
conversational circuits. 

8. In a telephone system, a plurality of con 
versational circuits each having a device settable 
in accordance with the minutes of the duration 
of a conversation thereover, and a calculating 
equipment common to said circuits comprising 
means Settable in accordance with the hour and 
minute digits of the terminating time of conver 
sations over said circuits, means for simultane 
ously determining from the setting of said dura 
tion conversation, devices and from the setting 
of said terminating time devices the starting 
times of all of said conversations, means con 
trolled by said calculating equipment for produc. 
ing signal impulses indicative of the digits of 
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ent combinations of which impulses are charac 
teristic of every possible value of each digit, and 
means for selectively transmitting said signal 
impulses to Said conversational circuit. 

9. In a telephone system, a plurality of conver 
Sational circuits each having a device settable in 
accordance With the minutes of the duration of 
a conversation thereover, means settable in ac 
cordance with the hour and minute digits of the 
terminating time of conversations over said cir 
Cuits, means for simultaneously determining 
from the Setting of said duration devices if said 
Conversations started in the same hour or in the 
hour preceding the terminating time, means for 
producing Series of code impulses in accordance 
With the digits of the hour and minute of any 
starting time, different combinations of which 
impulses are characteristic of every possible value 
of each digit, and means for controlling said im 
pulse producing means for producing impulses 
indicative of the digits of the preceding hour 
when said preceding hour is the starting time of 
Conversation. 

10. In a telephone system, a plurality of con 
Versational circuits each having a device settable 
in accordance with the minutes of the duration 
of the conversation thereover, and a calculating 
equipment common to said circuits comprising 
means Settable in accordance with the hour and 
minutes digits of the terminating time of con 
Versations over said circuits, means for simul 
taneously determining from the setting of said 
duration minutes means if said conversations 
started in the same hour or in the hour preced 
ing the terminating time, means for producing 
Series of Code impulses indicative of the digits of 
the hour of any starting time, different combi 
nations of which impulses are characteristic of 
every possible value of each digit, means for con 
trolling said impulse producing means for pro 
ducing codes of impulses indicative of the tens 
and units digits of the hour of the originating 
time in the preceding hour, and means for se 
lectively transmitting said code signals to said 
conversational circuits. 

11. In a telephone system, a plurality of con 
Versational circuits each having a device setta 
ble in accordance with the minutes of the dura 
tion of a conversation thereover and a calculat 
ing equipment common to said circuits compris 
ing means settable in accordance with the hour 
and minutes digits of the terminating time of 
conversations over said circuits, means for si 
multaneously subtracting duration minutes set 
tings from the terminating minutes setting for 
determining the minutes digits of the starting 
time of each conversation, means for producing 
Codes of impulses indicative of the tens and units 
digits of the minutes of any starting time, differ 
ent combinations of which impulses are charac 
teristic of every possible value of each digit, and 
means for Selectively transmitting signals in ac 
cordance with the tens and units digits of the 
minutes of the Starting hour of conversation over 
Said conversational circuits. 

12. In a telephone system, a plurality of con 
Versational circuits each having a device settable 
in accordance with the minutes of the duration 
of a conversation thereover, and a calculating 
equipment common to said circuits comprising 
an hour Switch Settable in accordance with the 
hour, a plurality of multi-wiper switches settable 
in accordance with the tens digit of the minutes 
and a plurality of multiwiper switches settable in 

the hour and minute of any starting time, differ- 75 accordance with the units digit of the minutes 
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of the terminating time of conversation over said 
circuits, said latter SWitches having bank termi 
nals in a plurality of their bank levels each al 
located to a different possible settable position 
of said duration devices, a Sequence SWitch, 
means under the joint control of said sequence 
switch and said hour SWitch for transmitting 
codes of impulses indicative of the digits of the 
hour of the terminating time and under the con 
trol of said sequence switch alone for transmit 
ting codes of impulses indicative of the minutes 
of said hour, different combinations of which in 
pulses are characteristic of every possible value 
of each digit, and a plurality of relays operable 
in different combinations under the joint control 
of said tens digit minute switches and Said Se 
quence switch and under the sole control of Said 
sequence switch for selectively establishing par 
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tial signaling circuits to said conversational cir 
cuits over the bank levels of said units digit 
minute switches and a terminal of each of Said 
duration switches. 

13. In a telephone System, a first SWitch, means 
for advancing said Switch in accordance with 
elapsed time intervals, a plurality of Qther 
Switches, means for advancing said other SWitch 
es in accordance with the hour and minute of 
elapsed time intervals, means for comparing the 
setting of said first switch with the settings of 
said other switches to determine the starting 
time of said first switch, and means controlled 
by said last-mentioned means for transmitting 
code signals indicative of the digits of the hour 
and minute of the starting time of said first 
Switch. 
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